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As long as the mind and ego control the direction of 

creating there will always be problems in the outer world,  
for the ego thinks only of itself and lives in duality.   

 

But when the heart is in control, everything comes back 
to balance, for the heart feels and knows only the 

Oneness of Life.’ 
 

Drunvalo Melchizedek  
 



‘I AM’ the Light that Moves to Rest 

This month the New Moon occurs on the 14 th or 

15th of October, depending upon where you are in 

the world, at 210 Libra 07’.  

This New Moon forms an Annular Solar Eclipse 

which is focused upon the USA, Canada and South 

America.    It is part of an Eclipse Cycle that began 

in June 1248 and will complete in July 2492. 

This is a powerful eclipse, with Pluto being in 

square, 900 away from the Sun and Moon the 

North and South Nodes and Mars.    Pluto was 

also 900 away from Mars at the time of its 

inception in 1248, so this is like a continuing echo 

reverberating out through the airwaves. 

Pluto is all about release and transmutation – 

letting go of old patterns of thought and beliefs 

that have echoed through the group 

consciousness for millennia that no longer serve. 

The Path of the Eclipse falls upon America, and Pluto, which will be at 270 Capricorn 32, is an additional 

focus, on the USA at the time of this eclipse, for it will have returned for a final time, to where it was at 

the time of the 1776 Declaration of Independence.    Central to the Independence Charter that underpins 

the Government of America are the words ‘We the People’. All that was 

laid out in the Declaration of Independence is going through the finest of 

Cosmic scrutiny, a purging, to see if it still holds true to the founding 

principles that were forged at that time.    

 

However, Pluto has a wider remit, for We the People, wherever we may live 

in the world, over these last five months, as Pluto has been moving 

retrograde, have each been given the opportunity to take a deep dive into 

our own internal ‘Government’, to monitor our inner thoughts and feelings, 

from a place of Loving overview, to see how we are staying balanced, 

discerning and aware, whatever may be occurring in the outer world. 

                                                                                                                                                                                               

On the 10th of October Pluto moves forward in the sky and is likely to bring more turbulence to the 

surface prior to the eclipse a few days later, so anchoring within the Libran archetypes of Balance, Peace 

and Harmony assists us to maintain our inner and outer equilibrium.   In ‘reality’ we are witnessing two 

levels of consciousness/timelines playing out, which was highlighted at the time of the Saturn/Pluto 

conjunction on 12th January 2020 as old power structures, that seek to control, and which are no longer 

serving the highest good, are being brought to Light, to be released and transmuted, via Pluto and the 1st Ray. 

 

The Libran Constellation flows with the 3rd Ray, ruled by the Earth and Saturn, the Libran personality by 

the 5th Ray, ruled by Venus and the Soul embodied Libran, by the 7th Ray, which is ruled by Uranus.  Libra 

is the personification of the Law of Right Human Relations.     The ultimate path for the Libran is to 

embody these Rays and to blend and balance Will/Power and Love/Wisdom to all opposing situations, 

promoting and creating ideas and solutions that benefit humanity and that create Peace on Earth.   

 

An Eye for an Eye.             Eye to Eye                The Third Eye                Alan Oken                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           



Chart for the Libra New Moon October 2023 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the time of this New Moon there is a strong T Square occurring between Pluto     the Sun        Moon  

and South Node      and also the North Node       Eris      and the Earth      . 

 

This chart is infused with the 1st Ray of Divine Will, emanating through Pluto, and as the Earth is put 

under the microscope to irradicate all that is out of balance with Cosmic Order , back to the Truth and 

Essence of Life, that has been carried through Time and Space for generations, we are being required to 

make choices - to uphold all that resonates with the Natural World and our Heart and Soul knowing.     

 

The Sun and Moon and the South Node are on Gene Key 32 known as Ancestral Reverence.   The South 

Node, which links to our collective ancestral past and to the memories held within the collective, mak es 

this position of Gene Key 32 particularly relevant.   The 32nd Shadow holds the memories of Failure and 

moves through the Gift of Preservation to the Siddhi of Veneration. 

 

‘Our earliest ancestors had exactly the same fears as we do today, even though they may have manifested 

them differently.  Your individual fear of Failure is rooted in the collective fear of Failure to survive as a 

species.  Our collective fear of survival is almost entirely projected onto the amount of money we have .  

‘The 32nd Shadow drives our modern society and keeps humans operating at a low level of frequency by 

means of this fear.   Although the fear of this Shadow has its roots deep within the human immune 

system, it is the mind that reacts to it and feeds of it .’   

New Moon 15th September 2023 02:39 BST London UK       
https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/ 

 

https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/phases/


‘If you are not aware of the power of your mind, then your mind will run your life which means fear wil l 

run your life.    As our ancient ancestors discovered Failure really means one thing – to be isolated.   To 

raise the Consciousness of the mind is to escape the grip of all fear – this does not mean that fear will 

disappear, but at that frequency you will no longer react to it.’ 

 

‘The 32 Gift is not about self-preservation but is about the Preservation of 

Life.  The secret of this Gift is the instinctive ability to balance restraint (what 

to keep alive) and risk (what to change).   The 32nd Gift has the ability to 

assess the past, weeding out weaknesses and building upon strengths. ’   

‘As we move into the 32nd Gift as a species, we will once again return to 

Nature.  Nature represents the old rootstock.  Its very wildness is its 

strength and we, humanity are the vibrant young shoot with its dreams of 

transcendence.   As we rise above the fear and move beyond the selfish 

tendencies found in the Shadow frequency we become defenders and 

preservers of our Earth.’ 

‘To attain a Siddhic state presupposes that fear has been entirely transcended.  The 32nd Siddhi is the 

state of Veneration.   It is all that remains when fear has burned away .   Veneration is the state that 

occurs when you see and know your place within the great Living chain of Life    Veneration is about 

being on a spiral ladder.  You stand on the shoulders of those who have come before you and you allow 

those who will go beyond you to stand upon your shoulders in turn.’    

‘What you venerate is the chain itself as well as all the beings above and below you .   You 

realise that even the humblest insect is allowing you to stand upon the shoulders of its 

consciousness.  This gives rise to a fathomless feeling of reverence for all sentient life.  

Veneration is rooted in respect, reverence and gratitude for all aspects and forms of the 

One Consciousness behind Creation.’    

‘The more you contemplate the 32nd Siddhi the more Veneration and reverence you will inevitably feel 

for all Life – you will begin to smell the perfume of Divine Consciousness in all forms of Life.   Eventually, 

no matter what is before you, all you will see is the Self, the Atman, the Divine Being, perfectly playing 

and weaving and evolving right before our very eyes.’ 

As for the last several weeks, Eris remains on Gene Key 42, but this month Eris is joined by both the North 

Node and the Earth.  As has been shared over these last weeks, Eris lies within Galactic Consciousness,  

and with the North Node, which is our Spiritual Pathway and the Earth joining with Eris, on Gene Key 42, 

at the time of the Eclipse, it would seem that we are being directly opened into this expanded field of 

Consciousness. 

Gene Key 42 known as Letting Go of the Living and Dying moves 

through the Shadow of Expectation to the Gift of Detachment to 

the Siddhi of Celebration. 

‘Detachment, which is the Gift of Gene Key 42, presupposes a 

great love and trust in Life   True detachment is the ability to allow 

and accept life as it comes.  Detachment does not mean to not feel.   

In fact, if you are truly detached you will feel more intensely than 

others because you will not have allowed your Expectation, positive 

or negative, to constrict the event you actually experience.’ 

‘The 42nd Siddhi is about the transcendence of death .   These are the sages who teach humanity about 

the illusion of death.   They do not teach us through knowledge but through their attitude.  This i s a state 

beyond Detachment.   The transition from the Shadow to the Siddhi, from Expectation to Celebration, does 



not occur within time.    Whilst our physical form may decay and ‘die’ the essence of our consciousness is 

timeless, fluid, playful, and unpredictable.’ 

‘Eventually, there must be a complete letting go.   This is what 

initiation calls out of us, and there are levels of endings as well.   

The big ending is when we let go of death and dying .   The Codon 

Ring of Living and Dying contains the codes to unpick the mystery 

of how and when the Spiritual Essence, the Soul, enters and leaves 

the form, the maya, the body.’ 

‘It is funny that we generally only celebrate things at the 

beginning or the end.  We don’t usually celebrate something in 

the middle, but this Siddhi is about celebrating in the middle.  It is 

about every moment becoming a Celebration.’  

Pluto, the planet of Transmutation and Transformation, remains on Gene Key 60, known as The Cracking 

of the Vessel and, as shared last month, all on planet Earth, right now, are passing through the Shadow 

energies of Limitation until December 2025.   During this period, we have the potential to transmute this 

energy into the Gift of Realism and the Siddhi of Justice. 

‘This Shadow represents one of the most potent forces responsible for pulling humankind in the 

opposite direction of evolution.   It is the counterweight of Life itself – the main reason for the death of 

magic is closed-circuit thinking, where the mind follows familiar patterns or systems of thought around 

and around without the ability to think beyond them.’    

‘As we begin to see that we’re more than we allow ourselves to often believe, then that frequency, that 

vibration of possibility, begins to activate something inside us .  It is communicated to our DNA and we 

begin to open.’ 

‘There is great capacity for magic in this Gene Key which may sound odd as it 

is called the Gift of Realism.   However, the only thing needed for magic to 

occur is some form of a structure and an open mind!   Common sense/Realism 

is not in opposition to magic.    It is common sense to remain open-minded to 

everything in the Universe because everything has at its core the same 

wondrous inner Light.’  

‘Justice is not about retribution, it is a reward.  It is given as Grace, not taken 

as punishment, and when it is given, freedom flows from it.   It is not an 

imposition or a limitation.   It is an invitation, an opening.   It is not up to us to 

punish.   Life redresses the balance, and it is always about balance.’  

‘The 60th Siddhi holds an apt description of what happens when a human being becomes fully realised.   

At a certain point, our hearts open to our true Innocence and we begin to unlock other codes in our DNA 

that are ancestral rather than personal.     We begin to transmute more global karma, and the more our 

being opens, the more we are given.’     

Mercury    is close to the Sun and Moon at this time and is opposite to Chiron     and in a wide square to 

Pluto, which speaks of the healing and transmuting of the activity of the mental body – the conscious and 

unconscious thoughts that maintain the limited status quo.   At the time of an eclipse, past memories are 

erased and new potentials are available - only problem being that humanity tends to just continue with 

the old thoughts.   So at the time of this eclipse we are being encouraged to envisage, feel, and intend a 

glorious future for humanity, as karmic patterns from the past are released and forgiven.    

Chiron holds the archetype of the 51st Gene Key, known as Initiative to Initiation holding the Shadow of 

Agitation the Gift of Initiative and the Siddhi of Awakening, whilst Mercury is on Gene Key 57 known as 



The Gently Wind, working through the Shadow of Unease to the Gift of Intuition to the Siddhi of Clarity. 

The core problem that is seeking resolution and healing in the consciousness and subconsciousness of 

humanity, has been amplified and heightened since the Saturn Pluto conjunction, and the ongoing 

‘pandemic’ that began at that time, and the solution to the core problem is found in these two Gene Keys. 

‘At the Shadow frequency of the 51st Gene Key the perceived 

randomness of life creates a deep insecurity in human beings 

because of an underlying fear that something bad could happen to 

you at any moment.   Shocks are a part of all human life but at the 

Shadow level the possibility and fear of shock continually unnerves 

us.   There is a profound lack of trust in life.   And the Shadow 

frequency of the 57th Gene Key manifests as the fear of the 

unknown - what might be coming in the future.  There is a 

continuous Unease that can manifest as anxiety and which gets 

amplified by the morphogenetic field connecting humanity .’ 

‘Just as the Shadow creates agents of low frequency shock in the world, so the 51st Gift creates agents of 

positive shock in the world.   These people come to awaken the collective consciousness out of its fear-

based modality.  They are not leaders – they are initiators.’  

‘As your frequency rises so you gradually heal the many layers of your inner being .  The 57th Gift of 

Intuition is basically your body’s system for interacting harmoniously with the outer world.   You are able 

to make positive use of the natural guidance system known as the 6th sense or intuition.   You are 

attuning yourself to the gentle and subtle voice within and living with greater ease and flow .  You are 

integrating your life by trusting and following your inner guidance and being connected to the Universal 

‘quantum field.’      

‘The 51st Gene Key is part of the Ring of Humanity and this Gene Key 

ensures that one day all of Humanity will awaken.   In times to come 

this Siddhi will begin to awaken entire gene pools.  There will come a 

time in which relationships will awaken, then families, then entire 

communities until finally humanity will awaken as an individual Cosmic 

Being and will see its own true nature.  That single moment when 

humanity opens its true eyes for the first time will be the greatest 

single event in the history of Awareness itself.’  

‘Clarity is about seeing this softness at the heart of all things.   When 

you live your life in harmony with this softness your come into accord 

with what the ancients called the Tao – the transcendence of the 

opposites.  This 57th Siddhi like all the Siddhis, contains the mystery of the Feminine principle, even though it is 

beyond duality itself.  This Siddhi holds the secrets of miraculous healing through its special ability to attune 

to the subtleties of physical DNA.  Such gentleness opens the heart and leads to transcendence.’ 

Turning now to look at the Kite Formation, we find the asteroids Astraea   and Vesta    are together in   

the sky, as they were for the last New Moon, but now they are on Gene Key 52, known as The Still Point, 

and  in truth, stabilizing and stilling the resonance of trauma that is flowing around the planet, as we 

oscillate from one ‘crisis’ to the next, is a real focus for this point in time.    

Vesta links to the Light within – the ‘Spiritual Flame’ that we carry through each incarnation – giving the 

power of transformation and Astraea, known as the Goddess of Justice and Innocence, holds a utopian 

vision of the potential for Earth, when in alignment with Divine Order.  The last of the Immortals to leave 

Earth, it is said that when she returns she will usher in a Golden Age, bringing an end to human suffering.  

Gene Key 52 moves through the Shadow of Stress to the Gift of Restraint to the Siddhi of Stillness. 



‘Stress is a collective pressure not a personal pressure .  It is an energy field generated by every human 

being alive.  The collective or extended phenotype of humanity is shaped by fear which creates an 

environment that puts the physical organism under great Stress.  The 52nd Shadow is deeply connected 

with the function of the adrenal glands – the flight or fight response.   Until human beings experience 

their unity with all of creation they will create and be driven by this underlying Stress. ’ 

‘This Gift has the potential to slow down time – to take the Stress out of the environment.  At its 

deepest level, it contains the seed that will one day bring all human beings into a perfect organizational 

unity.  This seed contains all the necessary ingredients that will be needed in the journey ahead for it is 

the seed of your individual destiny.’ 

‘The seed of a Yew Tree and a Sunflower are similar in size.  However, whilst the 

Sunflower will grow to its full size within the space of a few months, the Yew Tree may 

take ten years to reach the height of the Sunflower, but it may live as long as five 

thousand years.’ 

‘The stored up energy and potential within a human being is infinite in its proportions, but its potential 

must be managed economically and allowed to expand and grow in an organic fashion.  The Gift of 

Restraint is about non-interference.   When you apply this to your own life, you have to accept yourself as 

part of a far greater flow than you can see and as such you have to accept that there are times when you 

will feel deeply restrained.    To live this seed fully you must ask yourself ‘How can I be of the greatest 

service to humanity.’ 

‘An interesting phenomenon occurs at the highest level of frequency that may help us understand why the 

Siddhic state transcends frequency altogether. When a being attains realisation through the 52nd Siddhi, 

some intriguing things occur.   Since all frequency and energy patterns are experienced as stopping you 

find yourself sitting at the heart of all creation .   The incredible sheath of fear and stress created by the 

world aura can no longer touch you.’    

 ‘Along with this Stillness you experience the 58th Siddhi of Bliss, the programming partner of the 52nd 

Siddhi.    Stillness and Bliss are derived from a higher functioning of your genetics.  At the Siddhic level 

adrenaline is transmuted into rarefied hormones and neurotransmitters that induce Bliss and Stillness 

throughout the body.    This influx of Stillness into our planetary aura will allow many millions of people 

to follow their true destiny into far wider service of the whole.’ 

Mars     is on Gene Key 50, 1200 away from Astraea and Vesta as part of the Kite formation.   Mars refers 

to our personal will, to our drive, and to our ego.   Gene Key 50 known as Cosmic Order takes us on a 

journey through the Shadow of Corruption to the Gift of Equilibrium to the Siddhi of Harmony.  Last 

month the South Node was on this Gene Key referring to the collective, but now with Mars activating this 

key, each one of us has an individual decision and choice to make as to how our actions will affect the 

whole. 

 ‘At the Shadow frequency, data that is processed by the human brain 

is translated through the medium of fear .  As this occurs the data is 

corrupted, leading to a slanted manifestation in the world.  In genetics, 

this 50th Shadow has much to do with the way in which RNA copies 

DNA.   RNA is a chemical substance similar to DNA whose role is to 

transcribe aspects of your genetic code in order that new proteins can 

be formed.’    

‘In other words RNA is a messenger that reads and copies the 

instructions for life.  In the process known as transcription messages 

can be misinterpreted before they are translated.  This is exactly what 



occurs within human society – fear causes misinterpretation, leading to reaction and counter-reaction – 

resulting in Chaos, the 3rd Shadow and programming partner of this 50th Shadow.’ 

‘The 50th Gene Key and programming partner the 3rd Gene Key are intimately connected in the cellular 

health of each of us – the 3rd Gene Key governs individual cell mutation and the 50th Gene Key holds the 

genetic blueprint for Equilibrium and wellbeing. As we align ourselves with higher frequencies and learn 

to balance our emotions, use our minds creatively, and our physical body wisely, so our DNA attunes 

us to a deeper Harmony that lies behind the world that our senses  can see.’ 

‘Here in the 50th Gift of Equilibrium is found the inner fulcrum upon which 

balances the quality of our cells, our lives and our future possibility for world 

peace.  This high frequency is created through honesty in which all hidden 

agendas are laid on the table.   Without this no Equilibrium can ever be reached.   

Herein lies the great secret to humanity’s future collective Harmony – it can only 

be achieved through individual freedom and trust in the self-organising 

intelligence that emerges from that freedom.    

The 50th Siddhi produces experiences that harmonise human awareness with Celestial or Universal 

Consciousness.   At the Siddhic level all imbalances within the subtle bodies must be destroyed in order 

that the cauldron of the physical body can become a vacuum.   When this occurs withi n the DNA of a 

human being the body becomes a deep resonant chamber for the highest Universal frequencies .’     

‘When the 50th Siddhi begins to break through in human beings an all -powerful current of Harmony 

begins to shower the people with whom they are allied.  Deep and hidden issues are brought to light in 

order that social Equilibrium can occur.   Through the 50th Gene Key humanity is destined to arrive at 

Cosmic Harmony, although such a concept will require a sustained period of Equilibrium before the scales 

finally activate the higher Harmony.   We know this higher harmony as Oneness with God.’ 

Juno      and Venus    are both 60 degrees away from Mars and also Astraea and Pallas, and 180 degrees 

from Saturn      at the apex of the Kite. 

Juno on Gene Key 29 and Venus on Gene Key 59 continue the theme of Honesty and Transparency allied  

with Commitment which is key to breaking the patterns of the past. 

‘The secret to all Commitment lies in the way in which you 

begin.  It is the energy behind your actions that creates your 

future rather than the actions themselves. True 

Commitment is an energetic dynamic felt within your 

entire being rather than a social requirement.    

Commitment is akin to trust which can neither be forced nor 

willed.   People with the 29th Gift can be exceedingly lucky 

people. Their clear, committed decisions create the 

conditions for their own good fortune.’ 

‘As the frequency gets higher your Commitment takes on a 

devotional quality and begins to activate the Heart Centre.  

As you allow the energy of Commitment to act itself out in 

the world, you begin to realise that an energy separate from 

your body is moving through you.  This high frequency 

energy is actually moving into your body from your higher 

bodies and in particular from the 5th body known as the 

Buddhic body.   Bhakti Yoga refers to the path of Devotion, 

or the path of the Heart.  To be devoted means to lie 

forever in the lap of the Divine.’ 



And Venus, on Gene Key 59, has at its highest potential Clear Seeing, 

or Transparency   

‘Beyond the transmutation of the Shadow into the Gift lies a further 

transformation in which genetic mutations will take place within the 

brain chemistry of the pineal and pituitary glands.   This process will 

lead to the dawning of the 59th Siddhi - the Siddhi of 

Transparency.’    

‘The purpose of the 59th Gene Key is to breakdown all barriers that 

stand in the way of union.  The ultimate role of the four Gene Keys, 

the 4th, 7th, 29th, and 59th is to bring the human family into 

realisation of its state of higher union with all of Creation.   

‘The ultimate agenda is evolution – although the form of our world will continue to evolve, the 

Consciousness out of which it emerges can never and has never evolved.    Only awareness can evolve and 

it is evolving very quickly through the transformations and mutations coming through the 59th Gift and 

Siddhi.   When awareness has reached its ultimate expression it becomes a clear mirror for consciousness 

and this is what Transparency is.  It reflects life without any additional comment – the ability to look 

upon the world without Judgment.’ 

‘This is the epoch we are now entering, in which the mutation of the solar plexus equates to the opening 

of our Planetary Heart Centre, when we once again remember that every man and woman is our genetic 

brother and sister and no single individual, family, tribe or nation is an island.     We are One.’  

Saturn, is known as the Lord of Karma and Initiation, and, as for last month, Saturn is still retrograde, but 

this month the position of Saturn is key to the overall planetary patterns that are created at the time of 

the New Moon.   Saturn is at the apex of the Kite Format ion and also links into the North Node and Eris 

and the South Node and Mars, and to Vesta and Astraea as well as to Juno and Venus via a Mystic 

Rectangle.   

As shared at the beginning of this Review this is a very powerful New Moon Eclipse and with Eris and 

Mars on the North and South Nodal points, Eris asks that we own and take responsibility for our own 

shadows rather than projecting them onto the other - onto the ‘enemy.’ 

Eris, known as the Goddess of Chaos and Strife, seeks to disrupt and change the order, to sever any 

ingrained patterns, chains, and structures that serve only a few rather than the many, and from that 

change to create a better world.   

At the Shadow level, Eris can express through humanity as a ‘No-holds-barred fight for continued 

existence that is fundamental in all natural process, and for making a stand for what one believes, even if 

violence is involved.    As the sister of Mars, the God of War, Eris willingly sought the battle .’       Astrograph 

So, Saturn, in many ways, is holding the balance between the Utopian 

dream and the harsher reality of life on Earth that runs through two 

levels of consciousness and timelines, with Pluto and Chiron ultimately 

and eventually, healing and transmuting dysfunction into Wisdom.      

Saturn remains, as for last month, on Gene Key 55, moving from 

Victimhood to Freedom.    

‘The 55th Gene Key holds the key to our liberation and Freedom .  Our 

DNA holds our greater Self – the Cosmic part of each of us that 

transcends our mortal body has lain secretly hidden inside humanity for 

aeons.    The 55th Gene Key allows us to contemplate and to quicken 

the actual process of awakening.    



‘As we begin the process of transcending our Shadows, miracles can 

occur in our lives.  Much of the 55th Gene Key concerns the future of 

our species as it moves through the Great Change.   Down the 

centuries much has been written, spoken and taught concerning the 

nature of higher consciousness.’    

‘We are now entering an era in which more and more people will have 

direct access to an experience of true higher consciousness.  There will 

be a genetic mutation that will slowly colonise our species.  The old 

human will literally be bred out of humanity.’  

‘We have to let go of all agendas, hidden or otherwise.  We carry a lot of 

hidden agendas, all aimed at validating our separate existence.   Much of 

the 55th Gene Key concerns the future of our species as it moves 

through the Great Change.’    

‘The early shattering of the sense of separateness will take place through intimate relationships.  When 

the first relationships experience dual enlightenment, we will know that the deepest wound of all has 

been finally healed.   The wound symbolised by the fall of Adam and Eve .  These Sacred Marriages will 

have an unbelievable energy field around them – they will naturally rise in Love from a position of Pure 

and Divine Union – both sharing the same auric field.’ 

‘We stand on the cusp of a Siddhic supernova – the incarnation of 

the Divine Feminine spirit.  The end result of this inflowing of the 

Divine Feminine will result in the purification of all the fractal lines 

throughout humanity, resulting in a burning up of the collective 

karma in our DNA and the eventual eradication of all disease on 

the physical plane.’    

At the time of this New Moon and Eclipse may we hold a Clear 

Vision and Prayer, for all of humanity, that the past be released 

and forgiven so that Harmony may arise through the Veneration 

and Devotion for all of Life, as the Earth is bathed in Stillness and 

Transparency holding the keys of Justice and Freedom and  

Awakening. 

 

Love and Blessings to All   

 

 

9.10.2023                       Extracts from The 64 Ways and Gene Keys by Richard Rudd  

 

 

 

 

 


